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The World Bank: Why It Is Still Needed
and Why It Still Disappoints
Martin Ravallion

P

oor people find it harder to save, so poor countries can find it difficult
to finance needed investments from domestic savings alone. In an ideal
world, this would not be a problem; capital would flow from high-income
capital-rich countries to low-income capital-poor countries, because the marginal
return should be higher in countries where capital is relatively scarce. But that
was not what people saw happening in the world 70 years ago. In the years just
after World War II, global capital markets were thin and not trusted as a source of
finance. It seemed that new institutions were needed.
In response, delegates from 44 countries met in 1944 at a hotel in Bretton
Woods, New Hampshire, and agreed to create the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD).
The latter is a core component of what came to be known as the World Bank Group,
or more often the World Bank. The IMF was charged with managing imbalances of
payments to avoid destabilizing currency devaluations, while the World Bank was to
be the channel for longer-term development finance.
Much has changed since then. There have been prominent calls for radically
reforming the World Bank, or even closing it. Two main concerns have been raised by
the Bank’s critics. The first is that the Bank’s efforts are largely wasted because poor
countries face nonfinancial constraints that limit their development. The second is
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that global financial markets are no longer thin and can now serve the Bank’s original
role. In 1945, the global stock of international investments (measured by asset values)
represented 5 percent of world GDP, while 50 years later it had risen to 62 percent
(Obstfeld and Taylor 2004). Today, developing countries turn often to the private
sector to finance investment; World Bank lending in 2012 represented only about
5 percent of the aggregate private capital flows to developing countries.
Does the World Bank still have an important role to play? How might it fulfill
that role? The paper begins with a brief account of how the Bank works. It then
argues that, while the Bank is no longer the primary conduit for capital from
high-income to low-income countries, it still has an important role in supplying the
public good of development knowledge—a role that is no less pressing today than
ever. This argument is not a new one. In 1996, the Bank’s President at the time,
James D. Wolfensohn (1996), laid out a vision for the “knowledge bank,” an implicit
counterpoint to what can be called the “lending bank.” A knowledge bank might
serve a number of functions. It can be a broker that taps into existing knowledge
and redirects it to needy clients (which was the role emphasized by Wolfensohn).
But this vision is rather limited. There is also the task of identifying pressing knowledge gaps—our key areas of ignorance constraining development—and filling
those gaps.
The paper argues that the past rhetoric of the “knowledge bank” has not
matched the reality. An institution such as the World Bank—explicitly committed
to global poverty reduction—should be more heavily invested in knowing what is
needed in its client countries as well as in international coordination. It should be
consistently arguing for well-informed pro-poor policies in its member countries,
tailored to the needs of each country, even when such policies are unpopular with
the powers-that-be. It should also be using its financial weight, combined with its
analytic and convening powers, to support global public goods. In all this, there is
a continuing role for lending, but it must be driven by knowledge—both in terms
of what gets done and how it is geared to learning. The paper argues that the Bank
disappoints in these tasks but that it could perform better.

How the World Bank Functions
The World Bank currently has 188 member countries, and it employs over
12,000 staff working from 120 offices globally. The Bank is divided into five groups,
which together disbursed $44 billion in 2014. Two of the groups are focused
on lending and aid. The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) is the original World Bank institution. It primarily makes loans to
middle-income countries and made $19 billion in loans in 2014. The International Development Association (IDA) provides grants and loans at favorable terms
targeted to low-income countries; it disbursed $13 billion in 2014. The Bank’s
cumulative lending (IBRD + IDA) between 1945 and 2011 was $788 billion, spread
over about 180 countries of which the largest share went to India (11.3 percent),
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followed by Mexico (6.5 percent), Brazil (6.3 percent), China (6.3 percent), and
Indonesia (5.5 percent).
The other three members of the World Bank Group are more focused on
directly encouraging private-sector activity. The International Finance Corporation
(IFC) lends to private institutions and disbursed $9 billion in 2014. (IFC profits
also support IDA.) The Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) focuses
on insurance and credit guarantees for private investors. The International Center
for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) is a forum for disputes between
investors and governments; use of the ICSID process is written into many international investment treaties, domestic investment laws, and specific contracts.
The World Bank raises money in various ways. Most of its income comes from
lending the Bank’s own capital, which includes both funds accumulated over time
and funds paid in by the member countries. The Bank can sell AAA-rated bonds
in the global financial markets, thanks to its conservative lending policies relative
to its capital. It can then re-lend these funds at higher interest rates through the
IBRD. For the low-interest loans and grants made through IDA, 40 donor countries contribute funds triennially. The Bank also receives some funds from donors
for administering their aid and from client countries for reimbursable services.
Finally, there are short-term trust funds, which the Bank manages on behalf of other
nonprofit agencies.
Formally, the World Bank is run by a Board of Governors, with representatives
from all the member countries, meeting annually. The Executive Board (hereafter “the Board”) meets regularly and comprises representatives appointed by the
six largest shareholders—currently China, France, Germany, Japan, the United
Kingdom, and the United States—plus 19 members each representing groups
of countries. Membership entails a minimum weight in voting, which then rises
according to ownership of the Bank’s capital stock. The Bank President presides
over the World Bank Group and chairs the Board. Reforms in 2010 increased the
voting rights of borrowing countries, notably (but not only) China, which is now
the third-ranked in IBRD votes after the United States and Japan.
The Bank’s lending operations have long been organized around country
teams, each led by a country manager/director. The countries are assigned to six
regional groupings, each with its Vice President. This country-based model is backed
up by some cross-cutting central units. For example, there are sectoral support
units now called Global Practices, which provide specialized expertise and project
lending in agriculture, education, energy, health, the environment, transportation,
and other areas. The Development Economics Vice Presidency (DEC) is the chief
research arm of the World Bank, led by a Chief Economist who reports directly to
the President. There is also an Independent Evaluation Group (IEG), which has the
task of evaluating World Bank lending and projects in both the public and private
sectors, and reports to the Board.
The World Bank is not the only international development bank. The three
largest regional development banks—the Inter-American Development Bank, the
Asian Development Bank, and the African Development Bank—have expanded
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operations since the 1960s. They are collectively still smaller than the World Bank,
but there is clearly a degree of competition (as discussed in Kanbur 2003). Recently,
China has taken the lead in establishing a new Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank.
The New Development Bank has also been created by the BRICSs: Brazil, Russia,
India, China, and South Africa. It appears that expanding private finance is not
displacing public development finance globally, but instead both are expanding.

Why the World Bank is Still Needed
While developing countries have greatly improved their access to global capital
markets, private capital flows have tended to be selective, not reaching all countries and sectors. The Bank has a role in facilitating private finance when needed.
But underdevelopment is not only due to a lack of external finance; it has deeper
causes in poor policy-making and governance in developing countries—in short,
their political economy.
In making the case for the World Bank today, one cannot simply point to
unfunded projects. One must explain how the Bank’s lending or aid addresses the
reasons why such projects are not already funded. That requires the Bank to be a
credible knowledge leader.
Why a Development Bank?
Capital markets encounter persistent problems of uninsured risk (including
from asymmetric information), externalities, and contract enforcement. Private
sector lending to low-income countries can be risky. While private capital flows have
increased substantially, the flows are still quite volatile, with potentially destabilizing
macroeconomic effects. The Bank can address these problems in several ways:
by making loans directly; by giving the private sector a positive signal through its
decision to make loans; and by providing trusted sources of information that give
the private sector the ability to assess risk and to make loans. The Bank’s ability to
develop and disseminate knowledge underpins its ability to fulfill these roles.
Development knowledge has properties of a public good. Agents in the
private sector have little obvious incentive for publicly documenting what they
have learned about development, so that it can be available for the benefit of
others. Scale economies in knowledge production can also entail large costs at the
outset. If the supply of development knowledge depends on voluntary contributions by individuals or countries, then there will be too little supply. In principle,
an institution such as the Bank is well suited to resolving the deficiencies of decentralized knowledge provision.
Development challenges spillover across country borders in the form of
pandemics, wars, refugee migrations, and environmental disasters. A global financing
institution can play a role in helping to address these regional and global public bads.
For example, during the recent Ebola outbreak in West Africa, the Bank deployed
$400 million for improving health systems in the affected countries. In 2015, the Bank
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created a Pandemic Financing Facility to provide health workers, equipment, and
drugs in response to future pandemics. The discussion will return to these issues.
Why a World Bank?
The arguments in favor of multilateral development lending and aid reflect
concerns over how national governments politicize aid in either bilateral or regional
settings. Too often, country preferences over who receives lending or aid reflect
foreign-policy considerations and historical ties rather than genuine need or efficacy.
Simulations by Collier and Dollar (2002) suggest that an allocation of aid that minimized aggregate poverty would differ greatly from the allocation that existed in the
1990s. According to their calculations, the poverty-minimizing allocation would have
almost doubled poverty reduction relative to the actual allocation. Furthermore,
bilateral aid has often been tied to recipient countries buying goods and services
produced by the donor, a practice that has reduced the real value of aid (Temple
2010). Evidence also points to bilateral aid being used to buy support in major world
forums, such as the UN Security Council (Kuziemko and Werker 2006).
The “pet projects” of national development ministries (possibly serving the
interests of a local lobby in the donor country) need not make a lot of sense in the
context of a sound strategy for poverty reduction. In contrast, a well-functioning
global institution can generate economies of scale in knowledge and lending that are
out-of-reach for a bilateral agency or even a regional institution. A global institution
can also encourage broader participation by high-income countries, thus reducing
what otherwise could be a severe free-rider problem. A multilateral institution can
also serve a coordination function, embracing both bilateral and regional development lending and aid programs.
Escaping Traps and Overcoming Constraints
A source of market failure that has been prominent in arguments for development assistance concerns the scope for poverty traps. Rosenstein-Rodan (1943),
who went on to be a prominent economist at the World Bank in 1947–53, pointed to
complementarities between the investments made by different firms in an underdeveloped economy. If all firms invested, then they would all do well, but no individual
firm has the incentive to invest when others do not. Development stalls in the
inferior equilibrium—a poverty trap. The idea of coordination failures prompted
Rosenstein-Rodan and others to advocate what came to be known as a “big push”—a
large injection of aid for low-income countries. More recently, Sachs (2005) invoked
the poverty trap idea to argue for an increase in development aid. Better public
information can also help address coordination failures stemming from complementarities in the investment decisions of firms (Englmaier and Reisinger 2008).
While the idea of a poverty trap as a low-level attractor has been influential, and
there can be little doubt that such inferior equilibria exist, their empirical relevance
in normal times is less evident (see, for example, Kraay and McKenzie 2014). Models
with multiple equilibria are not easily identified empirically and a slow adjustment
processes over time can be mistaken for a trap. For the purposes of the present
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argument, however, it is not essential to resolve the question as to whether constraints
on development are best viewed as “traps” or as substantial hindrances. Instead, one
can postulate the existence of constraints on development that the private sector
or bilateral agencies cannot address on their own. Hausmann, Rodrik, and Velasco
(2008) provided an influential formulation of the development problem in terms of
binding constraints specific to each country. The policy idea here is not necessarily
of the “big push” variety, although that may well be valid in some cases. Instead, it is
to assess for each country what is constraining poverty reduction and to target policy
reforms accordingly. Identifying the relevant constraints is not easy and requires
considerable country-level expertise. Relaxing constraints may require complementary public inputs such as spreading technical knowledge, supporting more capable
public administrations, and helping to supply public goods.
The Continuing Case for Bundling Lending with Knowledge
There has been an ongoing controversy over the extent to which development
assistance has benefited the recipient countries. Some observers have argued that
badly governed people in a poor country will be worse off with aid as it will reward
and support the regime (for example, Deaton 2013, chap. 7). While the attribution
problems are severe, given that aid is endogenous, my own review of the evidence
from many studies suggests a credible case that past development aid has helped
(Ravallion 2016, chap. 9).
My purpose here is not to revisit this debate, but to point out that the experience with development assistance has lessons to teach about what works and what
doesn’t. Learning these lessons requires the development institution to be centrally
focused on generating and disseminating relevant knowledge at country, regional,
and global levels. The gains from bundling knowledge with lending provide the
key rationale for the Bank’s existence in a world of more developed capital markets
(as argued by Gilbert, Powell, and Vines 1999). It also points to a key difference
between the World Bank and dedicated research institutions, including academia.
The rest of this paper will argue that a valid case for World Bank lending operations remains, but knowledge must drive that lending—both informing the nature of
the lending and learning from it—rather than simply serving lending when it happens
to be called upon. From this perspective, the Bank is falling short of its potential.

Why the World Bank Still Disappoints
Sound evaluations both before and after its operations are clearly crucial to a
knowledge bank, so this topic is a good place to start. The discussion then turns to
other things to be expected of a knowledge bank, and how the World Bank performs.
Evaluations of Lending Operations
The first question we would surely ask of a knowledge bank is whether it
establishes a sound prior case for its own interventions and systematically assesses
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whether that case turned out to be valid. The World Bank has not, however, lived
up to this ideal. Evaluation is generally weak and unbalanced, both before and after
implementation. This reflects a lack of focus on the welfare outcomes of projects
and policies. Instead of studying the effect on its stated goal of poverty reduction,
the focus tends to be on monitoring inputs—for example, schools built rather than
education attainments (Gaarder and Bartsch 2015).
A true knowledge bank will address questions like: Why is the proposed
project needed? How does it relate to overall development goals? What are the
market, or governmental, failures it addresses? What are its distributional goals?
What are the trade-offs? Social cost–benefit analysis provides the economic framework for addressing these questions (Devarajan, Squire, and Suthiwart-Narueput
1997). The Bank was once a leader in cost–benefit analysis, but this is no longer
true. While the Bank’s operational directives call for cost–benefit analysis, it is
not implemented for most Bank projects (World Bank 2010). The proportion of
projects quoting an expected rate of return has fallen over time.
Cost–benefit analysis has clearly fallen out of favor among World Bank staff and
managers. There have been justifiable concerns about the quality of the key inputs
to the analysis, notably on the benefits side—both the magnitude of the benefits and
their monetary values. Uncertainty about key parameters creates scope for manipulation by project staff keen to get their loan approved. But these are not good
reasons for abandoning project appraisal. We still need to know what the case is for
the project, given what we know and recognizing the uncertainties. The identified
knowledge gaps should then be addressed in follow-up work to reduce the uncertainties for future appraisals. Checks can be done on the quality of the analysis.
The decline in cost–benefit analysis at the World Bank came with a welcome
rise in the use of impact evaluations done after projects are completed. The Development Impact Evaluation initiative based in DEC has helped, and many new
impact evaluations are underway. Nonetheless, there is still much to do. The vast
majority of Bank lending operations still are not properly evaluated after they are
completed. Recent assessments by the Independent Evaluation Group indicate that
three-quarters or more of Bank lending operations do not have impact evaluations
(World Bank 2014d), although that is still an improvement compared to 15 years
ago (World Bank 2012a).
The concerns go beyond the number of evaluations. The subset that is evaluated cannot be considered to be representative of the whole, as World Bank (2010)
shows in the case of before-the-project evaluation, and World Bank (2012a) shows
for after-the-fact evaluation. The already limited after-the-fact evaluations have been
skewed in the last 10 years or so toward projects, or aspects of projects, amenable
to randomized control trials (Ravallion 2009; World Bank 2012a). As a result,
we see fewer evaluations of other types of projects when a simple assignment of
participants and nonparticipants does not exist or when such an analysis is severely
contaminated by spillover effects. There are other concerns. Evaluations tend to
be biased toward short-run impacts; there have been remarkably few impact evaluations that can claim to have tested for the long-term impacts of Bank operations.
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Granted, long-term evaluation can be difficult, but it is still possible: for an example,
see Chen, Mu, and Ravallion (2009), an evaluation of a Bank lending operation in
China. The Independent Evaluation Group has also raised doubts about how much
the limited impact evaluations that have been done (inside and outside the Bank)
are being used in project preparation and reporting (World Bank 2015). Moreover,
the evaluations that have been done have only rarely measured impacts on poverty,
even though poverty reduction is the Bank’s overall goal (Goldstein 2014). It cannot
be claimed that these shortcomings stem solely from technical problems or costs of
doing evaluations; the problems lie elsewhere in how the Bank functions, a subject
to which we will return.
From the 1990s on, it came to be understood that traditional project-specific
evaluations need to be augmented by a broader assessment of public spending.
There are two main reasons for taking a broader perspective. First, aid is to some
degree fungible, so that aid ostensibly tied to a specific project is really just freeing
up money to be spent in other areas. A rigorous cost–benefit analysis of a specific
project may tell us very little about what the aid is actually funding. There is evidence
of fungibility (Feyzioglu, Swaroop, and Zhu 1998), although it is less plausible in
some relevant circumstances: for example, in heavily aid-dependent countries or
for projects that require the external technical assistance that comes with the aid.
Second, portfolio effects arise when the multiple elements of the program
package interact. The success of an education project (say) may depend crucially
on whether infrastructure or public sector reform projects have worked. Evaluating each bit separately and adding up the results will not (in general) give us an
unbiased estimate of the portfolio’s impact (Ravallion 2016, chap. 6).
More holistic country-level approaches to assessing aid effectiveness have
emerged, aiming to put each specific project in a broader public finance context.
Various World Bank analytic documents (called Poverty Assessments and Public
Expenditure Reviews) have played a role. However, while these analyses are useful
complementary elements to cost–benefit analysis, they should not be a substitute
for it. We should still know what the economic rationale is for any public project and
what was learnt about its impact—both the good and the bad news.
Development Data
The World Bank has long been the one-stop shop for development data. Historically, much of this effort was through compilations of country-level data, initially
in the Bank’s annual World Development Reports, but breaking off to form the World
Development Indicators. Since 2010, the Bank has provided open access to these data.
The Bank’s data compilations are valuable, but one can also feel a degree of
frustration in what has not been accomplished on the data production side. The
sorry state of the national accounts in much of the developing world—for example,
Jerven (2013) points to serious concerns about the quality of national accounts data
for sub-Saharan Africa—cannot be entirely blamed on the World Bank and the IMF,
but these organizations bear some responsibility. The Bank has not used its own
power as much as it could to encourage governments to make public their own data,
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which can help improve its quality. I recall attending a meeting with then–Bank
President Robert Zoellick in 2010 at which he expressed justified alarm on realizing
that the Bank provides budget support to some countries that do not provide fully
public budget documents. Zoellick pushed hard on this point and budget transparency improved. But an institution committed to poverty reduction should also
insist, as a prerequisite for support, that countries provide open public access to the
micro- and administrative data from their own statistical offices that are needed to
monitor progress against poverty.
Starting in the 1980s, the Bank’s data efforts started to be more analytically driven and policy relevant. Looking at the 1979 World Development Report,
Bank President Robert McNamara was shocked to see that only 17 developing
countries had data on poverty and inequality, even though estimates of macroeconomic aggregates from national accounts were available for virtually all countries.
McNamara asked his research staff to collect the missing data. With the founding
of the Living Standards Measurement Study in the 1980s—which involved detailed
household-level surveys of a wide range of data—as well and subsequent initiatives
like the Enterprise Surveys that collect firm-level data and the Quantitative Service
Delivery Surveys that collect data on health and education facilities, the Bank soon
emerged as a major source of microdatasets. Bank researchers have played an
important role in public microdata production.
Complementary initiatives in software development to make microdata more
accessible in developing countries have greatly expanded policy and analytic capabilities; a good example for the description and analysis of microdata is the ADePT
software platform (available at the World Bank website1). Facilitating data collection and access to relevant analytic tools should be central to the mandate of a
knowledge bank.
The Bank itself also needs to be open about the data related to its own lending
operations. Much data is collected in loan preparation, supervision, monitoring,
and evaluation. These data can be valuable to other aid agencies and potential
private financiers in facilitating learning from Bank operations—both the successes
and failures. However, much of these data are not made public, and there is scope
for selectivity in what is made public. Currently the incentives are weak to change
this practice.
Research
Research and analytic capability is crucial to the rationale for the World Bank
as a “knowledge bank.” A significant share of that capability needs to be in-house,
given the difficulties of structuring incentives for outsiders to deliver what is needed
(Squire 2000). The Bank’s research department aims to span all sectors of the
Bank’s work. Research is also done in some of the sectoral/regional units. Bank
1

The ADePT software platform is available here: http://econ.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/
EXTDEC/EXTRESEARCH/EXTPROGRAMS/EXTADEPT/0,,menuPK:7108381~pagePK:64168176~pi
PK:64168140~theSitePK:7108360,00.html.
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research takes many forms, ranging from project evaluations to analytic assessments
of the constraints on development in specific settings.
To be a true knowledge bank, research needs adequate and secure funding.
The Bank spends less on research as a share of its budget than comparable organizations, and Bank spending devoted to research has declined in real terms over recent
years (World Bank 2012b). The Bank’s knowledge activities (not just research) have
also become more dependent on “soft money,” notably trust funds.
The research function at a knowledge bank poses an organizational balancing
act that needs to be more explicitly acknowledged and managed. On one side, there
is a risk of “ivory-tower” researchers becoming isolated from operations. On the
other side, Bank research sometimes needs to be protected by its management from
the efforts of the sectoral and regional empires to influence the themes and messages
of that research. A research paper that identifies deficiencies in the policies of
any prominent national borrower may have a hard time getting cleared—and
clearance by the Bank’s country director for the country concerned is a requirement
for publication. It is rare for a research paper to not be cleared, although edits are
often called for. And of course, the need for this clearance is anticipated in choices
made about what to research and how to present the results.
There must also be effective demand for knowledge in operations. The bulk of
the Bank’s senior operational staff appears to value Bank research for their work, and
come to know it well (based on a survey of senior Bank operational staff discussed
in Ravallion 2013). But there is a marked unevenness. The staff members working
on poverty, human development, and economic policy tend to value and use Bank
research more than staff in the more traditional sectors of Bank lending—agriculture and rural development, energy and mining, transport, and urban development.
The latter sectors account for 45 percent of lending, but of the Bank staff who
report they are highly familiar with Bank research, only 15 percent are in these
sectors (Ravallion 2013). Of course, there are two sides to this problem. Demand
for Bank research is interrelated with supply, and stronger incentives for learning
within the Bank must come with more relevant and accessible research products.
The Bank’s knowledge role should continue to include facilitating independent research outside the Bank, especially in developing countries. A good example
is the Bank’s support of the Global Development Network, which since its inception
in 1999 supports researchers from developing countries on a competitive basis, with
both financial support and by connecting researchers globally.
Policy Advice
For a knowledge bank to be credible, all parties must have confidence that the
institution is not under the undue influence of powerful shareholders. At one time
or another, it is likely that all of the World Bank’s major shareholders and borrowers
have attempted to influence Bank policies and processes. For example, some countries have been known to lobby against a Bank index of performance (such as on
governance) when it ranks that country low, although such lobbying rarely appears
to succeed. However, the influence of the United States has been a longstanding
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concern in some quarters. The United States does have considerable power at the
Bank, including in selecting the Bank’s President, its weight in formal voting at
the Board and in (more subtle) policy positions, and even in project implementation (for example, Kilby 2013 looks at how politics affects project preparation
times). Critics question American influence on the policies advocated by the Bank
in developing countries.
The bulk of this critique has focused on the Bank (and IMF) advocacy of a
set of “neoliberal” economic policies that came to be known as the “Washington
Consensus” (Williamson 1990). The policies included fiscal discipline, cutting
generalized subsidies, tax reforms, market interest rates, liberalizing trade and
foreign direct investment, privatizing state-owned enterprises, de-regulation to
encourage competition, and assuring legal security for property rights. From a
marketing point of view, the label “Washington Consensus” could hardly have been
more damaging. The label suggests a policy agenda formed amongst an elite group
in one high-income country, making the policies an easy target for some critics (for
example, Broad and Cavanagh 2009).
The critics were not always well-informed about the economic rationales for
those policies. There were clearly specific contexts where the policies made sense.
Nor did the critics always make clear what alternative policies they had in mind
and what their welfare impacts would be. For example, research has often shown
that inflation is costly to poor people (for a review, see Ravallion 2016, chap. 8),
so the poor have an interest in macroeconomic stability. Exaggerated claims were
heard about the adverse impacts of macroeconomic adjustment on poverty; careful
analysis (also considering the costs to poor people of not adjusting) often painted a
more nuanced picture (for example, World Bank 1994; Jayarajah, Branson, and Sen
1996; Sahn, Dorosh, and Younger 1997).
However, some of the criticisms were valid. Early World Bank (and IMF)
programs for “structural adjustment” paid too little attention to the implications
for poverty reduction and human development. A welcome change in thinking
within the Bank was already underway by the late 1980s. Add-on programs to
“compensate the losers from adjustment” were becoming common. There was also
a mounting effort to use evidence to understand the social impacts of economy-wide
and sectoral policies.
The Washington Consensus was too formulaic to be credible as a policy prescription. It listed a single set of policies, but governments of developing countries could
see for themselves that there were multiple paths to development success. In particular, the non-Washington Consensus route taken by China since 1980 stood out as
an example for all to see. Development policy-making has become more open to
what were once considered heterodox ideas, though it remains true that all policy
advocates should justify their case. Theory and evidence remain no less relevant
when one takes a more contextual and pragmatic approach.
An objective country-specific assessment of the binding constraints on poverty
reduction should ideally guide all World Bank support. About one-quarter of total
Bank lending involves what are now called Development-Policy Loans (formerly
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structural adjustment loans), which are quick-disbursing loans to support a government’s policy reform plans. While Development-Policy Lending operations often
draw on high-level expertise within and outside the Bank, it is not clear how much
influence that expertise has or how well the operations are tailored to addressing
the most important constraints on development in each country. This is even less
clear for the Bank’s investment-lending portfolios. A series of innovations have tried
to make the rationales clearer, such as in the “Country Assistance Strategy” papers.
But too often, these appear to be little more than post hoc rationalizations for the
lending program, rather than decisive independent analyses of what needs to be
done to assure more rapid progress against poverty in the specific context. I am not
the only observer to note the generally declining quality of these types of papers
over time; they do not appear to be getting the attention that they once held.
Striking a balance between independent World Bank judgment and what its
client countries wish to do is a continuing challenge. In 2014, the Bank introduced
Systematic Country Diagnostics, in which the Bank’s country teams try to identify
the main development problems the country faces (and which serve as an input
to the Country Partnership Framework, developed with the government). In principle, the new diagnostic tool is not confined to issues identified by the government,
acknowledging the desirability of the Bank’s independent view. However, the official
guidelines for the new diagnostic tool say that it is to be done “in close consultation
with national authorities” (World Bank 2014b, p. 1). It remains to be seen how independent the country diagnostics will be in practice, and whether politically sensitive
analytics will surface in policy dialogues, especially in the large borrowing countries.
The compartmentalization of knowledge has also constrained policy advice.
The Bank’s sectoral silos (now called Global Practices) have not been well-suited to
identifying trade-offs across sectors. More attention to trade-offs among different
methods of fighting poverty is needed, and this would also be welcome for many of
the Bank’s clients who face hard allocative decisions.
Over the last 15 years or so, an increase in social protection spending by
developing-country governments came with considerable financial support from the
Bank (World Bank 2014c). This area is less attractive to the private sector (compared
to infrastructure, say). But here too, the Bank’s policy stances seem to strive too
much for universality. Social-protection policy advocacy turned “targeting” (avoiding
leakage to the “non-poor”) into a fetish—oddly confusing the ends and means of
social protection (Ravallion 2016, chap. 10). Lending and policy advice in this area has
been dominated by a “flavor-of-the-month” approach. For a time, there was a rush to
create “conditional cash transfer” schemes, providing transfer payments conditional
on keeping children in school and attending to their health care. The popularity of
these programs was to some degree informed by evaluations that had demonstrated
impact. For example, well-documented research on the Progresa program in Mexico
was very influential; on reviewing this and other evidence, a Bank research report by
Fiszbein and Schady (2010) stimulated greater Bank support for conditional cash
transfer schemes in numerous countries. However, conditional cash transfer advocates did not always pay proper attention to other research findings on the supply-side
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delivery problems in health and education. Conditional cash transfers work less well
in settings where the problem does not obviously appear to be on the demand side,
given the evident failings of public service provision—failings to which Bank research
has often pointed (for example, World Bank 2003).
Enthusiasm amongst practitioners ran well ahead of evaluative research for
some other social policies. As one example, the weakness of local states led to
well-intentioned efforts to implement Community Driven Development, in which
local communities would ostensibly drive the development process rather than
the state. Many development agencies, along with the Bank, provided substantial funding for community-based projects. But evaluative work soon pointed to
concerns, including project capture by local elites. A more nuanced view emerged
amongst researchers, which acknowledged the potential benefits of citizen participation but also warned that local states needed to be strong enough to assure that
participation was effective and pro-poor (Mansuri and Rao 2013). Citizen participation is not a substitute for local state capacity. There could be a trade-off between
the local-level fairness of participatory implementation and a development project’s impact on poverty (Chen, Mu, and Ravallion 2009). Such trade-offs need to be
taken more seriously in lending and aid, such as in poor-area development efforts.
Taking a Longer-Term Perspective on Development
World Bank policy advice needs to take a longer-term perspective on a country’s
development. Countries are essentially locked out of support from the development
banks and most bilateral donors if their institutional environment is deemed to
be too poor; in the case of the World Bank this is measured by a very low score in
the Bank’s Country Policy and Institutional Assessments. Once the quality of the
institutional environment rises above a minimum threshold, lending and aid start
to flow, with the aim (in part) of improving governance and the institutional environment more generally. This model is based on a belief that development lending
and aid can improve governance (in contrast to the view of some aid critics that it
promotes bad governance). External assistance eventually stabilizes when institutions are sufficiently well developed. Beyond some point, development assistance
declines and eventually vanishes.
The parameters of this model are open to debate. The lack of justification
for the Bank’s income thresholds has been a long-standing concern—in part
because the Bank’s questionable criteria are widely used by other aid agencies.
A more flexible approach based on relevant economic factors, such as creditworthiness and domestic capacity for redistribution, is long overdue.
But even taking the parameters as given, a feature of this model often not
acknowledged properly by either aid critics or supporters is that such a model
can readily yield multiple equilibria in institutional development (Ravallion 2016,
Ch. 9). This has important implications for policy. For example, getting out of the
low equilibrium of weak institutions—what I dub a “poor institutions trap” (PIT)—
will often not be possible with only a small positive incentive for reform. As another
example, fragile states could be destabilized enough to easily end up in a PIT.
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This argument points to a role for the Bank in longer-term institutional development. If the World Bank were to anchor its engagement to a plan for addressing
the relevant constraints in each country, its engagement would not be capricious—
buffeted by short-term political shocks in its client countries or foreign-policy
considerations amongst its major shareholders. To its credit, the Bank does take
a longer-term perspective on development than most other aid agencies; this
is evident in the attention that the Bank has given to institutional development
(Birdsall and Kharas 2014) and its greater use of the recipient country’s own performance management system (Knack 2013).
International Public Goods
While the World Bank is increasingly called upon to address development
problems that spillover across country borders—such as pandemics and climate
change—it is far from clear that it is currently well equipped for such tasks. The
Bank looks for opportunities to address international public bads and has responded
at times, but its present country-lending model is not well-suited to such tasks. As
Birdsall (2014) points out, the Bank’s $400 million Ebola response in 2014 was a
fortuitous fit with the country model, rather than the systematic application of an
adequately funded institutional mandate.
The Bank’s new Global Practices have the capability of significant sectoral
knowledge transfer across borders. The Bank also has a convening power that
can help in the cross-country coordination needed in addressing global commons
issues. But the required level of demand for international public goods cannot
be expected to come from individual nations on their own, given the externalities involved. For the Bank to play a larger role in this area, a stronger mandate
is required from its shareholders and there must be dedicated funding for global
commons tasks (Morris and Gleave 2015). Birdsall (2014) suggests a new arm of
the Bank is needed, or even a new institution.
It is hard to see any of this happening soon; the Bank’s major shareholders
have shown little enthusiasm for providing the extra capital required for new
global initiatives, and many of the Bank’s borrowing countries are inclined to
oppose any potential diversion of funds from traditional country-based lending.
Knowledge Dissemination
There is little point in producing development knowledge that cannot be
shared. A knowledge bank will naturally produce a wider range of knowledge products than a dedicated research center alone, or an academic institution. There is a
role for the aforementioned “knowledge broker” function. More broadly, the task
of “learning in lending” will require effort at careful documentation. Bank research
should meet scholarly standards when relevant, but it should not be judged solely
by narrow academic criteria. Instead, its aim must be to inform policy debates and
to provide a constructively critical perspective on Bank operations. While acknowledging the differences from academic research outputs, there are a number of
concerns about the Bank’s current knowledge products.
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First, there are quality concerns. Publication processes entail peer review, which
provides a degree of quality control; the research of DEC (the chief research arm
of the World Bank) tends to be published and so is subject to peer review, generally
external to the Bank. However, while unpublished knowledge products customized
to client needs are important to the Bank’s impact on the ground, the quality of the
internal review process and final output is in my experience uneven, and this should
be a source of concern.
Second, the Bank’s more operationally oriented knowledge products (whether
published or not) have often struck me as remarkably self-referential, with rather
limited signs of new knowledge entering from outside the institution. If something
has not already been tried within the Bank, then it is often treated as risky—even
if there is outside experience that might help evaluate that risk more clearly.
Established methodologies within the Bank have a persistence that often defies
innovation, new knowledge, and sometimes even old knowledge.
Third, the Bank’s size and the pressures on each unit to stay big also foster
knowledge products that are essentially “make-work” schemes that make little or
no contribution to knowledge and so have attracted little attention. Using the very
broad citation data that can be assembled from Google Scholar,2 in Ravallion and
Wagstaff (2012), my coauthor and I find that it is hard to discern more than a negligible impact for many Bank publications, though certainly not all.

Must the Lending Bank Rule?
The World Bank is not a monolithic, technocratic, poverty-minimizing agent.
While eliminating absolute poverty and sharing prosperity are espoused as its
overarching goals, the objectives of its staff and managers are not as well aligned with
those goals as they should be. Instead, more diverse and complex motives emerge
out of the Bank’s governance and the multiple interests of its various stakeholders.
One important motive is to maintain and expand the institution itself. The
profits from its lending have historically been an important source of revenue for
Bank staffing, so it can be no surprise that the Bank’s “lending culture” rewards
operational staff for the volume of their lending. However, as we have seen, weak
evaluative practices entail weak connectivity between Bank lending and its goal of
poverty reduction. The managers/directors of the country teams have an incentive
to push a high volume of lending to satisfy their bosses and ensure a decent budget
for their unit, without giving sufficient consideration to the quality of that lending
and how it will benefit poor people, or how it will affect the transfer of knowledge.
In the process, the lending bank also generates a gauntlet of procurement rules and
2

Google Scholar casts a broader net than other bibliographic databases, including citations by books,
working papers, reports, conference proceedings, open-access journals, new, and less well-established
journals. It is also more “global” in its reach, as it includes research outputs from everywhere in the world
and all languages.
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other administrative hurdles that absorb much staff time. Maintaining, let alone
developing, the human capital of staff can be a challenge.
Concerns about the alignment of incentives in the Bank are not new. For
example, this was a theme of a high-level Bank report nearly a quarter-century ago
(Wapenhans 1992). Organizational changes in 1987, 1996, and 2014 sought to
improve incentives for learning from lending. But with reference to the changes in
1987 and 1996, the Independent Evaluation Group concluded that: “These changes
have not led to a significant change in learning from lending because they touched
neither the culture nor the incentives” (World Bank 2014d, p. vii). While the new
Global Practices are a promising step, all indications are that the lending culture
thrives today, and still with generally weak accountability to the Bank’s overall goals.
Bank insiders continue to debate how to better assure that managerial choices are
consistent with the Bank’s overall goals (Over and Ravallion 2012; Gaarder and
Bartsch 2015).
The idea of bundling knowledge with lending is still attractive to the Bank’s
clients. The traditional country-based model remains relevant as a means of identifying and solving pressing development problems. The complementarities with
private finance point to a continuing relevance of the Bank’s projects and policy
support. The challenge for the Bank today is to assure that knowledge drives lending
and aid, rather than simply serving them when called upon. This requires a quite
fundamental change in the Bank’s culture such that managerial and staff incentives
are reoriented from lending to learning.
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